


V I V I S T E R I A   -  Leo ’The Rose’ Rosenblad  🌸 💕 🕊  

I am exhausted and I am tired, as I give & I give & I give 
I need love back now, I don’t wanna be fired as I live & I live & I live 

My heart is burning as I am judged, as something that I truly ain’t 
I am forever full spectrum, all inclusive, but covered in sticky black paint 

Close your eyez and see me in spirit, see me as love misconceived 
I’ve always tried to convince everybody, myself I failed to believe 

I create and deliver from pain in my chest, for all to experience the best 
The promise is here, it is now and all loving, please God give me some rest 

In peace is where I’m born and completely without, judgement and critical doubt 
The mass gotta listen and see what’s been done, water to aid in my sprout 

I am it all, fire and ice. A head of wood that is all in the cloud 
I want to contribute with truth for salvation, I want to serve Love and be proud 

Of the time that I spend as I try to connect, the souls that are lost in all hurt 
Confusion that spins around and around, despite fashion in pants or in skirt 

We wanna be free and fly as we choose, but for this we all have to lose 
In the game of competition with sentence so cruel, draining us all of the juice 

Gin & Jang, Balance & Power. Control and behaviors ment to Pun 
Understand and forgive will open the chains, stand still there is nowhere to run 

A never ending chase for sweet redemption, is not in the eyez of the other 
But makes life so heavy and full of all struggle, a question to why even bother? 

But I tell you this and listen close as this is what will set you free 
You have to connect to love from the inside, and simply and plainly just be 

Ask for forgiveness and polish your name, whatever you choose that to be 
Do what is right and end all the lies, clearly inside you must see 

Shake all the hurt and shake all sorrow, now you will no longer borrow 
Now thou shall receive your reflection untainted, today is a brighter tomorrow 



I wouldn’t mind, If U steal da show 🌺


